Setsuhi ‘Eri’ Shiraishi presents

Japanese Calligraphy

Demonstration and Workshop

Thursday, March 7  4pm-5:30pm

Library Gallery (1st Floor)

Sponsored by MLLI and Asian Studies

Brought to you by OTS Productions / organized by Baltimore-Kawasaki Sister City and MLLI Japanese Area

Come to experience the world of Setsuhi’s calligraphy where her unique style meets with traditional calligraphy. The world she creates by subliming calligraphy into a composite art through collaboration with musical and fine arts!!

Shakuhachi Bamboo Flute player, Hideo, will join Setsuhi demonstrating calligraphy!

* Supplies will be provided at the workshop

Questions?
Contact: Dr. Tomoko Hoogenboom, Japanese Area Coordinator, MLLI

tmkhgnbm@umbc.edu or 51178